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^Äëíê~Åí. In this paper, we present our work called Connected Graph Sequence (CGS) which 
transforms a partially dense graph into the single-row network. Partially dense graph is a graph 
where a number of connected components, namely subgraphs, are connected by some links and 
each subgraph has a higher density value compare to the graph. The transformation is necessary 
in applications such as in the assignment of telephone channels to caller-receiver pairs roaming in 
cells in a cellular network on real-time basis. In this channel assignment application, each caller 
and receiver in a call is treated as a node, while their pair connection is treated as the edge. A 
specific case of the graph in the form of a partially dense graph is then transformed into its 
corresponding single-row network for assigning the channels to the caller-receiver pairs. 
 
hÉóïçêÇëW Partially dense graph; single-row network; transformation; subgraph; graph 
partitioning 
 
^Äëíê~âK Dalam kertas kerja ini, kita membentangkan kerja kita bertajuk Susunan Graf Berkait 
(CGS) di mana ia menukarkan graf sebahagian pahat kepada rangkaian baris tunggal. Graf 
sebahagian padat merupakan graf di mana sejumlah komponen berkait, bernama subgraf-subgraf, 
dikaitkan oleh beberapa sambungan dan setiap subgraf mempunyai nilai ketumpatan yang lebih 
tinggi berbanding dengan graf itu. Transformasi diperlukan dalam applikasi seperti penetapan 
saluran telefon kepada pasangan pemanggil-penerima berayau dalam sel dalam rangkaian radio 
atas dasar masa-nyata. Dalam applikasi penepatan saluran, setiap pemanggil dan penerima dalam 
satu panggilan dekenali sebagai nod sementara pasangan kaitan mereka dikenali sebagai 
sambungan. Satu kes spesifik graf dalam bentuk graf sebahagian padat ditransformasi kepada 
rangkaian baris tunggal tersebut untuk menetap saluran kepada pasangan pemanggil-penerima. 
 
h~í~=âìåÅá=W Graf sebahagian padat; rangkaian baris tunggal; transformasi; subgraf; graf partisi 
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Single-row routing problem has been shown to be NP-complete problem [1]. The 
optimum solution is not easy to be determined. For this reason, Kuh et al. had 
developed the necessary and sufficient condition for optimum single-row routing 
problem ([1] and [2]). In [3], a partitioning strategy was proposed to group the nets 
into zones which produces some reasonably good solutions for some restricted 
models. Bhattacharya et al. proposed a new approach based on graph theoretic 
representation in [4] which relates the intervals of the single-row network with the 
overlap and interval graphs to solve the single-row routing problem. 
  A model called båÜ~åÅÉÇ= páãìä~íÉÇ= ^ååÉ~äáåÖ= qÉÅÜåáèìÉ= Ñçê= páåÖäÉoçï=
oçìíáåÖ (ESSR) was proposed in 2002 to optimize the network by minimizing 
both the congestion and number of doglegs [5]. When the total energy value is 
being minimized, congestion and number of doglegs are minimized as well. Based 
on the simulated annealing technique [8], the energy function in ESSR is a 
function of the height of the segments of the nets in the single-row network. The 
technique has successfully been applied to produce optimal solutions to all net 
sizes. 
  Many engineering and science problems can be represented as a problem in 
graph theory. The graph represents the scenario of the real-life applications where 
the nodes in the graph can be treated as nodes in a network, and the edges are 
representing the communication links between the nodes. The relationship 
between a complete graph and its single-row representation was first formulated in 
[6] and [7]. Both models discuss the technique of transforming a graph into a 
single-row network where ESSR [5] is applied to produce optimal results. The 
transformation finds its application, for example, in assigning telephone channels 
to caller-receiver pairs roaming in cellular regions in a cellular network on real-
time basis.  
  The relationship between a graph and its single-row network is demonstrated 
through the transformation in [6]. The nodes in graph G  are mapped to zones in 
single-row network S  while the intervals are created for every edge in G . Each 
zone has a number of terminals which equal to the degree of the corresponding 
node. The set of intervals formed are drawn as non-crossing paths joining two 
terminals in the single-row network S . 
  Our present work focuses on a special type of graph called partially dense 
graph. Partially dense graph is a graph where a number of connected components, 
namely subgraphs, are connected by some links and each subgraph has a higher 
density value compare to the graph. In this work, we focus on the transformation 
of partially dense graph into its single-row representation before applying ESSR for 
optimal results. We propose a model called `çååÉÅíÉÇ= dê~éÜ= pÉèìÉåÅÉ (CGS) 
which performs single-row transformation through three steps: The graph is 
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partitioned into a number of subgraphs with higher density of graph, the subgraphs 
are then arranged on planar axis in such a way every pair of subgraphs with more 
interlinks between them are closer to each other, then the zones are formed based 
on the subgraphs arrangement and the connection among the nodes to obtain the 
optimal nodes labeling. CGS is followed by ESSR for producing an optimal single-
row network. 
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The transformation problem can be stated as follows:  
 
dáîÉå=~= ÅçååÉÅíÉÇ=Öê~éÜ= áå= íÜÉ= Ñçêã=çÑ=~=é~êíá~ääó=ÇÉåëÉ=Öê~éÜI=Üçï=
Å~å= áí= ÄÉ= íê~åëÑçêãÉÇ= çéíáã~ääó= áåíç= ~= ëáåÖäÉêçï= åÉíïçêâ= S ëç= ~ë= íç=
ãáåáãáòÉ=íÜÉ=ÅçåÖÉëíáçå=~åÇ=åìãÄÉê=çÑ=ÇçÖäÉÖë=áå=íÜÉ=åÉíïçêâ\=
=
The problem is illustrated in Figure 1. The figure shows a partially dense graph, 
10ψ  where 10=n  is the size, and its single-row expansion where each node in 10ψ  
occupies a zone iz  in the single-row network, S . In the single- row transformation, 
a node in 10ψ  is mapped to d  terminals in S  where d  is the degree of the node. 
 
 
 
 
cáÖìêÉ=N Partially dense graph 10ψ  and its mapping to the single-row network S 
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Our earlier work in [6] involves the transformation of an arbitrary connected graph 
G  into the single-row network S  where each edge in G  forms a net in S . This 
stems the idea to transform a partially dense graph, ψ ,  into single-row network 
through partitioning of graph. For example, in cellular telephone network, a 
subgraph may represent a city while the link between a pair of nodes in a subgraph 
is a matching between the two nodes which may represent a real-time telephone 
line between two users from different locations in a city. Hence, the transformation 
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from ψ  to S , has potential in producing an optimal path between the two users 
from either a same or different cities for fast and uninterrupted communication. 
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A single row network is a network in planar form which can be found on printed 
circuit board. Terminals are arranged horizontally on a single horizontal line 
known as single-row axis. They are joined by nets where the nets are made up of 
horizontal and vertical line segments drawn from left to right to form the non-
crossing paths, and a reverse direction is not allowed.  
  The number of horizontal tracks in upper street is called an ìééÉê= ÅçåÖÉëíáçåI 
uQ , while the number of horizontal tracks in lower street is called a lower 
ÅçåÖÉëíáçåI lQ . The overall street congestion Q of a realization is defined as the 
maximum of its upper and lower street congestions, namely },max{ ul QQQ = . A 
vertical crossing in single-row axis is called a ÇçÖäÉÖK The main objective in single-
row routing problem is to minimize the congestion of a single-row representation. 
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Partially dense graph has the property where the set of vertices can be partitioned 
into a number of vertices sets called subgraphs in which each subgraph has a 
higher density value than the graph itself. The links in a subgraph are called 
áåíê~äáåâë= while the links connect the subgraphs are known as áåíÉêäáåâë. In the 
subgraphs, every node has a higher degree of intralinks compared with interlinks 
(if any) and thus, the density of graph for each set of nodes is higher than the 
graph ψ . The density of graph is computed as  
 
)1|(|||
||2
−= VV
EDensity                         (1) 
 
where E  and V  are set of edges and set of vertices respectively. 
  In a partially dense graph, ψ , there are n nodes where each node iv  has id  
degree. The nodes iv  in ψ  will be transformed into zones iz  in single-row 
network S  where each zone has id  terminals for ni ,...,2,1= . The terminals of 
zones are aligned evenly on a single node axis where the sequence of zones in S  
matches node labeling in ψ . The labeling order of the terminals is critical as this 
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will lead to the degree of congestion in the single-row network. The 
communication links or edges between iv  and jv  in ψ  are preserved as the nets 
that connect the iz  and jz  in S . 
  In order to achieve optimality in S , the zones are arranged based on the 
graphical properties of ψ . For example, from Figure 1, graph ψ  can be 
partitioned into two subgraphs; first with nodes number one to five and second 
with nodes number six to ten. Both subgraphs have the graph density of 0.8 
compared with 0.4 given by graph ψ . The zones correspond to the nodes from a 
subgraph are then arranged as a group of zones in S to reduce the congestion and 
doglegs caused by nets from different group of zones. This idea contributes to the 
optimal realization from the single-row transformation.  
  High value of congestion leads to system overhead and doglegs reduce the 
transmission efficiency on printed circuit board. Hence, our main concern in this 
work is to optimize the single-row transformation in such a way it minimizes the 
energy value of single-row representation by ESSR as the lower energy represents 
the lower congestion and number of doglegs. 
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In single-row transformation of connected graph, DSA is an efficient model for 
connected graph with smaller size while STCGM is an efficient model for 
connected graph with low density of graph. As the size and the density of graph 
increased, both models are incapable to produce a good result for the single-row 
transformation problem. Hence, the connected graph with bigger size and higher 
density needs to be partitioned into a number of subgraphs. There are three main 
steps comprised in CGS, namely graph partitioning to obtain a number of higher 
density subgraphs, partitions arrangement to sort the subgraphs based on the links 
between the subgraphs, and formation of zones followed the sequence of sorted 
subgraphs. 
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The edges between the pair of nodes in a subgroup are called áåíê~äáåâë= while the 
edges between the nodes from any two subgraphs are called áåíÉêäáåâëK Each of the 
subgraphs formed has a higher density of graph compared to the graph ψ . Thus, 
the total of intralinks in a subgraph is greater than its total of interlinks. In the 
single-row transformation, the nodes in the subgraph will be transformed into zones 
which allocated near to each other as a group of zones on the node axis. The 
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construction of intervals set for each group of zones is shorter and more systematic 
compared to the set of intervals corresponds to the interlinks. Obviously, the 
arrangement of the zones and intervals for the single-row representation is well 
organized with the partitioning of graph ψ  since it reduces the congestion and 
doglegs caused by interlinks. To partitioning a graph into a number of subgraph, we 
need to reduce all the nodes into stable or conditional stable form. 
  A node is said to be stable in a subgraph if it has more intralinks compared to 
interlinks and vice versa for an unstable node. For example, stable node 1v  in 
subgraph A  has one intralink without any interlink while node 3v  has three 
interlinks and one intralink showing its instability in subgraph A . A node, for 
example, node 5v  is conditional stable if it has the equal number of interlinks and 
intralinks. If all nodes are stable in their own subgraphs, the partitioning of graph is 
said to be in a stable form. However, in some cases, there are some graphs which 
can never be reduced into a stable form unless the related subgraphs are combined 
into one bigger size of subgraph as shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
cáÖìêÉ=O Illustration of unstable form in subgraph B  
 
 
  During the partitioning process, the total number of interlinks for all nodes and 
the total number of subgraphs are decreased as the nodes are removed from one 
subgraph and combined with another to achieve the higher stability form. Each 
subgraph has a higher density of graph compared to the graph ψ  after the 
completion of graph partitioning. The zones from a denser subgraph need to be 
arranged in such a way they are closer to each other on node axis in S . This 
implies the sequence of subgraphs needs to be arranged by taking into 
consideration of the connection between the subgraphs. 
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In partition arrangement, the sequence of subgraphs is arranged to form the zones 
in next stage. The number of interlinks between two subgraphs reveals the strength 
of the bond between them. The partitions of zones correspond to the subgraphs 
which have the higher bond strength between them should have the closer 
placement on the node axis in S. This arrangement produces shorter set of nets 
leads towards lower congestion and doglegs. The number of interlinks between 
any pair of subgraphs i and j is determined and stored as ijlinkg _ . Partition 
arrangement starts from the pair of subgraphs i and j with highest degree of 
ijlinkg _ . The subgraph with bigger size is chose when a tie is exist. The fitness 
values for the rest of subgraphs are then computed as shown in Figure 3. 
 
 
ikjkRk linkgwlinkgwweight __ 21 ×+×=  
 
 
kjkiLk linkgwlinkgwweight __ 21 ×+×=  
 
cáÖìêÉ=P Computational of Rkweight  and Lkweight  
 
 
  The subgraph k with the highest degree of fitness value, wmax_ , among 
Rkweight  and Lkweight  for grpTtlk _,...,1=  is chosen. For example, if the wmax_  is 
given by Rkweight , the sequence of subgraph will be updated as kji ,,  and vice 
versa, jik ,, . Somehow, when there exists a tie on the wmax_ , the Look Ahead 
Tie-Breaking Strategy may used to break the tie. The look ahead fitness value, 
wLAmax_ , for each tie case is computed as the previously fitness value 
computation by including the subgraph 1+k  to obtain the most promising 
sequence of subgraphs. Choose the case with the highest degree of wLAmax_  as 
the tie breaking case. The iteration is repeated until the sequence of subgraphs is 
formed.  
Subgroup i Subgroup kSubgroup j
w1=1
w2=1/2
Subgroup k Subgroup jSubgroup iw1=1
w2=1/2
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The optimal sequence of subgraphs is stored as kP  with kn  nodes for 
grpTtlk _,...,1= . The kn  nodes from subgraph kP  is then transformed into kn  
zones in partition of zone, kPart , on the node axis in S . 
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The sequence of the kn  zones within each partition is then sorted out in such a 
way it is optimal in terms of result. The connection of the interlinks is also took 
into consideration for the zones formation. In order to optimize the nodes 
labeling which contribute towards optimal arrangement of nets correspond to the 
interlinks, the degree favors to the left and right for all zones i , ni ,...,1=  in each 
partition are computed and denoted by iLfavv _  and iRfavv _  respectively. The 
node with more interlinks with the subgraph at the left ought to be allocated at the 
left and vice versa for lower energy value.  
  Degree favors to the left , iLfavv _ , is computed by the sum of interlinks of 
node i  with subgraphs on the left where the interlinks from the nearer subgraph to 
the node is given a higher value of weight. In order to obtain the optimal sequence 
of zones within the subgraph, the arrangement of zones needs to lead towards 
shorter set of nets in formation of zones. This includes nodes with higher degree 
are allocated near to the middle of their own partitions of node axis and the 
arrangement of zones gives as much as possible of zero energy nets. Besides, the 
interlinks between the subgraphs need to be considered as well. Hence, sequence 
of zones for every subgraph is done by computing the first, last and finally middle 
part of the zones in alternating way.  
  In computing the first zone in every partition, except the first partition, the 
weight for node i  allocated to the left, iLv _ , is computed as 
i
i
i d
LfavvLv _*_ βα += , 
parameters α  and β  are both set to be 0.5 based on empirical test. Parameter α  
adds the favourite to the nodes in kP  which connects to the node corresponded to 
the last zone in 1−kP . For the last zone in each partition, except the last partition, 
the weight for node i allocated to the right, iRv _ , is computed for every available 
node i  as 
i
i
i d
RfavvRv _*_ β= .  
  Hence, in each subgraph, the node with highest value of iLv _  ( iRv _ ) will be 
transformed and allocated as the first (last) zone in the corresponding partition. 
The zones in the middle part are then filled up alternately by using the same way as 
first and last zones are formed. The formation of zones is done after the nodes 
from all subgraphs are mapped to zones accordingly. 
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Terminals for the zones are formed after the completion of formation of zones. 
Terminals are joined by the intervals which formed in the next stage. Each zone has 
id  terminals where id  is the degree of each corresponding nodes. All terminals are 
aligned on node axis and numbered successively follow the order of zones’ 
sequence. 
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There are two parts in nets construction. In the first part, a net is formed on node 
axis between two consecutive terminals from two consecutive connected zones. 
This part produces the nets with zero energy, which contribute towards minimum 
congestion in the network.  
  In the second part, every partition of zones, kPart  for grpTtlk _,...,1= , has a list 
},...,{ 1 knggg = which defined as the zone ordering of kn  zones for interval 
formation. Set the middle zone 
jc
z  in kPart  as the first element ( 1g j= ) in the g  
list as the middle zone will be the first zone where the nets start to be formed. The 
two zones which are next to the middle zone at the left and the right hand side are 
set to be the second and third elements respectively in the g  list. It follows the two 
zones which are second next from the middle zone at the left and the right hand 
side are set as the fourth and fifth elements, respectively. The process is repeated 
until the whole ordering list is completed.  
In zone
1[ ]c g
z , a net is formed between the first available terminal in it and the 
last available terminal in the zone at the left hand side which is nearest and 
connected with
1[ ]c g
z . Each zone at the left hand side of 
1[ ]c g
z is checked one by 
one in the direction leftward from 
1[ ]c g
z . The process is repeated until all the 
zones on the left hand side which are connected with 
1[ ]c g
z  each produces a net 
formed from 
1[ ]c g
z . It follows that a net is formed between the last available 
terminal in 
1[ ]c g
z  and the first available terminal in the zone at the right hand side 
which is nearest and connected with
1[ ]c g
z . Then, each zone at the right hand side 
of 
1[ ]c g
z will be checked one by one in the direction from 
1[ ]c g
z  rightward. The 
process is repeated until all the zones at the right hand side which are connected 
with 
1[ ]c g
z  each produces a net formed from 
1[ ]c g
z .  
When the net construction is completed for 
1[ ]c g
z , the iteration is repeated for 
2[ ]c g
z  one by one until the last zone, ][ kngcz to produce a complete set of intervals 
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for 1Part . The procedure is repeated for next kPart  until all partitions of zones 
form their sets of intervals. The intervals correspond to the interlinks are then 
formed using the same procedure by treating each kPart  as a zone to form the 
initial single-row network. The step where intervals within each partition of zones 
are constructed before the intervals for interlinks is to reduce the energy value. 
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A program has been developed based on the CGS model’s algorithms using 
Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0. The CGS model has been applied for partially dense 
graph with different sizes and graph densities. This specific type of connected graph 
has the property where it can be partitioned into a number of vertices sets and each 
set has a higher density value than the graph. The simulations are run and 
compared by two models from our previous works, STCGM and DSA. The results 
are shown in Table 1.  
  The simulations shows CGS model gives the best result compared with 
STCGM and DSA models for graph with sizes ranging from 10=n  to 30 and 
densities ranging from 0.1 to 0.6 except the case where the graph is a tree. The 
results for each size and density of graph from three different methods are being 
compared and presented in Figure 4(a), (b) and (c) accordingly. It is clear that the 
energy values are proportional related to the size and density of graph for all three 
methods.  
 
 
cáÖìêÉ= QE~F Results comparison between CGS, STCGM and DSA for g
with densities 0.2 to 0.6 
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A tree with n nodes has 1−n  edges. From the Equation (1), a graph with n nodes 
which has the minimum density of 2/n is a tree. In the cases of graph 10=n  with 
density of graph 0.2 and graph 20=n  with density of graph 0.1, in which they are 
trees, CGS gives the higher energy value of eight units compared with five units 
given by STCGM and DSA as shown in Figure 4(a) and (b). 
 
 
cáÖìêÉ=QEÄF Results comparison between CGS, STCGM and DSA for g
20=n  with densities 0.1 to 0.5 
 
 
cáÖìêÉ=QEÅF Results comparison between CGS, STCGM and DSA for grap
with densities 0.1 to 0.5 
 
 
  Figure 4(a), (b) and (c) show STCGM gives the good results for graphs with 
lower density which is less than 0.4 while DSA works efficiently to the graphs with 
smaller size. STCGM produces a spanning tree from the given partially dense 
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graph before solving it using TSM [11], a model from our previous work which 
specially developed for single-row transformation of tree; the sequence of zone 
formed is then used to solve the single row transformation of the given partially 
dense graph. Hence, STCGM can produce a good result for graph with lower 
density as tree has the minimum density of graph. 
  As the size of graph increases, the different between energy values of CGS and 
DSA is getting larger. DSA applied simulated annealing twice in forming the zones 
and intervals. The sequence of zones is determined by changing a pair of nodes in 
every iteration using simulated annealing. Thus, it is efficient in transforming 
smaller size of connected graphs into single-row network. 
  For all cases, CGS produces the better results with lower energy value compared 
to STCGM and DSA except in the cases where the partially dense graph is a tree. 
Besides having the low congestion, CGS produces the least doglegs in all cases. 
CGS partitions partially dense graph into a number of connected components 
called subgraphs and these subgraphs are connected by some links called interlinks. 
The subgraphs are arranged in such a way the more interlinks between a pair of 
subgraphs, the closer of the pair of subgraphs are allocated. This lead towards 
systematic arrangement of zones and intervals for each subgraph to produce an 
efficient routing with lower congestion and doglegs. 
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Partially dense graph is a graph which can be partitioned into a number of vertices 
sets where each set has a higher density degree compare to the graph. Based on 
the properties of partially dense graph, our work proposes a new technique for 
transforming a partially dense graph into a single-row network. We proposed a 
new model called Connected Graph Sequence (CGS) which includes three steps, 
namely, the graph partitioning, and its arrangement. The nodes are then mapped 
to zones and terminals of the single-row network. The terminals produced from 
CGS are arranged optimally based on the properties of the partially dense graph, 
and this leads into the formation of intervals or nets in the single-row network. We 
then apply our earlier simulation model to the intervals called ESSR to produce an 
optimal single-row network by minimizing the energy.  
  CGS has been tested using 15 different models of partially dense graph with 
sizes ranging from 20 to 30 and densities ranging from 0.1 to 0.6. Both of our 
earlier work, STCGM and DSA models have been applied for the 15 cases to 
compare the simulation results from CGS. The simulations show CGS is 
outstanding in terms of results since it produces optimal results in each case for 
minimum energy in the final realizations. 
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Partially dense graph is one of our works in generalizing the transformation 
technique to an arbitrary graph. All types of graph have the inherent properties that 
make them have the difficulty in optimally transformation using a same model. 
Hence, the analysis in single-row transformation of graph needs to be done case by 
case to achieve the objective of optimal single-row transformation. 
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